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	Artificial neural networks, or simply called neural networks, refer to the
	various mathematical models of human brain functions such as perception,
	computation and memory. It is a fascinating scientific challenge of our time to
	understand how the human brain works. Modeling neural networks facilitates
	us in investigating the information processing occurred in brain in a
	mathematical or computational manner. On this manifold, the complexity
	and capability of modeled neural networks rely on our present understanding
	of biological neural systems. On the other hand, neural networks provide
	efficient computation methods in making intelligent machines in multidisciplinary
	fields, e.g., computational intelligence, robotics and computer vision.


	In the past two decades, research in neural networks has witnessed a great
	deal of accomplishments in the areas of theoretical analysis, mathematical
	modeling and engineering application. This book does not intend to cover all
	the advances in all aspects, and for it is formidable even in attempting to do
	so. Significant efforts are devoted to present the recent discoveries that the
	authors have made mainly in feedforward neural networks, recurrent networks
	and bio-inspired recurrent network studies. The covered topics include learning
	algorithm, neuro-dynamics analysis, optimization and sensory information
	processing, etc. In writing, the authors especially hope the book to be helpful
	for the readers getting familiar with general methodologies of research in the
	neural network areas, and to inspire new ideas in the concerned topics.


	We received significant support and assistance from the Department of
	Electrical and Computer Engineering, and we are especially grateful to the
	colleagues in the Control & Simulation Lab and Zhang Yi’s CI lab, where
	many simulation experiments and meaningful work were carried out.
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Practical PCCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	At last, here is a book about the computers that people really use, with practical tips about how to
	use them. Practical PC provides a state-of-the-art introduction to Windows-based PCs, written in
	an easy-to-read style. In addition to the printed book, you receive a multimedia version of the entire
	textbook with videos and interactive...
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Network Protocols HandbookJavvin Technologies, 2005
We are living in the IT(Information Technologies) times. The IT provides us many powerful tools that have significantly changed our way of life, work and business operations. Among all the IT advancements, Internet has the most impact in every aspect of our society for the past 20 years. From Internet, people can get instant news, communicate with...
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Talend Open Studio CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 100 recipes to help you master Talend Open Studio and become a more effective data integration developer


	Overview

	
		A collection of exercises covering all development aspects including schemas, mapping using tMap, database and working with files
	
		Get your code ready for the production...
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Carpenter's Complete Guide to the SAS REPORT ProcedureSAS Institute, 2007
Art Carpenter demystifies the powerful REPORT procedure and shows you how to incorporate this highly flexible and customizable procedure into your SAS reporting programs. Combining his years of SAS experience with a talent for instruction, Art offers clear and comprehensive coverage that demonstrates how valuable this procedure is for both...
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Cyber Warfare: Techniques, Tactics and Tools for Security PractitionersSyngress Publishing, 2011

	This book is designed to cover the strategic, operational, and tactical aspects of the
	conflicts in cyberspace today. The perspectives of the two authors balance the viewpoints
	of what many are calling cyber warfare today. One comes from a commercial
	background and the other brings the military viewpoint. The book is designed to help...
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Android Best PracticesApress, 2013

	Android Best Practices by Godfrey Nolan shows you how to make your Android apps stand out from the crowd with great reviews. Why settle for just making any Android app? Build a brilliant Android app instead that lets your users praise it for ease of use, better performance, and more.

	

	Using a series of example apps...
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